UC Withheld Decision Tree

Pay Hospitals and Physicians only or all Providers? (Include Ambulance and Dental)

- Include ALL Providers
- Include only Physicians & Hospitals

Do we pay state hospitals the remainder of their HSL up to their final HSL?

- NO
  - Do we use the advance or final UC payment methodology?
    - Advance Method
      - Include the standard Rider 38 set-aside?*
        - Include
          - IGT Commitments: Original or Revised?
            - Revised
              - Option 1
            - Revised
              - Option 2
        - Revised
          - Option 3
    - Final Method
      - Include
        - IGT Commitments: Original or Revised?
          - Revised
            - Option 3
          - Revised
            - Option 3

*This is not a decision point with the final payment methodology because it already takes the set-aside into consideration